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WHAT WE CAN LEARN 
FROM HORSES.

• Unlike dogs or cats, horses are herbivores, not 
predators. 

• They are extremely powerful, despite being 
viewed as prey by some animals in the wild. 

• This makes them assertive but not aggressive, 
and keenly aware of their surroundings. 

• They can sense a predator hiding at a 
distance, and they may perform altruistic acts to 
save vulnerable herd members from attacks. 

• We can learn a lot from these exemplary 
models of social and emotional intelligence.
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OUTCOMES OF EQUINE 
COACHING.

• Learn to be a better communicator

• Take a positive leadership

• Learn the critical differences between the 
appropriate use of the Dominant Role and the 
destructive impact of the ‘Immature Dominant’ role 
on performance

• Maintain healthy and lasting professional 
relationships

• Motivate and positively influence staff and 
colleagues

• Develop greater emotional self-awareness

• Strengthen your ability to connect with others



Focus leadership

OUTCOMES OF EQUINE 
COACHING…

What are leader’s characteristics ?
• The leader sets in motion
• The leader has a clear vision
• The leader sets security
• The leader inspires Trust: takes decisions and build 

relationships
• The leader motives without coercion : coercion gives 

results but does not motive, leaders motive people by 
commitment
• The leader creates teams’ cohesion : equine coaching is 

all about team spirit, leader cares for groups’ harmony
• The leader adopts the right relationship posture : 

leadership can be dominant, assertive, inspiring or influent
• The leader rewards and celebrates success



Focus leadership

OUTCOMES OF EQUINE 
COACHING…

Learning leadership
• No one is born a leader : it has to be learnt – from 

charisma to leadership, the posture is a learning process
• Develop self-confidence is basis of leadership – it takes 

emotional and physical safety to get self-confidence, 
leaders have to learn to get to safety and say no
• Develop emotional intelligence : react properly to stress 

and scan an emotion
• Develop leader’s postures : being agile and learn to 

listen
• Develop the influent leader’s posture : non-verbal 
• Develop the assertive leader’s posture : formulate 

requests
• Develop dominant leader’s posture : get to know 

appropriate moments to be dominant



LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS.
Equine Coaching provides a safe environment to test 
and practice new learning.

• This approach to experiential learning with horses is suited 
for teams focused on developing advanced leadership 
capabilities that include

•Navigating complexity and uncertainty
•Developing collective leadership and collaboration skills
•Developing authenticity and presence
•Achieving adaptive leadership

• Through….
•Owning our strengths and challenging self-limiting stories
• Understanding how unconscious behaviors influence our 

leadership and team performance
•Growing Emotional and Social Intelligence
•Aligning intent with message
• Leading with real authority



GROUP DYNAMICS 
DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS.
Understanding group dynamics with appropriate 
leadership results in higher performing teams. 

• This approach leads to 

•Clarity of mission, goals, and team priorities

•Clarity of each team member’s role and points of 
intersection

• Enhanced commitment to the team over 
parochial/functional self-interest

•A sense of ownership/accountability for results

•Development and comfort with conflict resolution skills

•Commitment to individual and team progress 
assessments for sustainable growth and results



EMOTIONS UNDERSTANDING 
DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS.
• Quickly Read a Room

• Access and interpret others’ body language and changes in behavior to 
improve your social interactions

• Become an Influencer with a commanding presence
• Assert power and influence without aggression using techniques that heighten 

your emotional intelligence while increasing your confidence and assertiveness
• Gain tools for displaying leadership, trustworthiness, and dependability to others 

in your workplace

• Conquer Stress
• Overcome powerful emotions that lead to stress or anxiety. Calmly manage 

conflict, master fears, and set healthy boundaries in stressful situations
• Strengthen your personal connections by mastering your own emotions
• Learn to improve creativity, practice mindfulness, and trust in your own intuition 

and Create More Meaningful Social Connections

• Improve Your Emotional Balance and boost Self-Confidence
• Learn to read the messages behind your emotions so that you can make wise 

decisions and operate from a place of balance and wisdom
• Understand yourself more fully so that you can live decisively
• Learn to be assertive without being aggressive.



1
GENERAL ORGANISATION
§ A 1 day session

§ Custom program according your needs and 
demand

§ Up to 10 people max.

§ Location Yvelines, near Paris

§ No riding and horse riding level required – but for 
people allready familiar with horses exercices on 
horses included

§ Supervision by horseriding certified Professional and 
certified Professional coach

§ A mix of practical workshops with horses and 
debriefing sessions after workshops, with coach and 
horse instructor analysis, questions time and 
feedback from the whole group, to give you insights 
for your Professional context and demand –
challenges 

HOW IT WORKS.
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ONE DAY TEMPLATE PROGRAM
BEFORE THE EQUINE COACHING
§ Preparation Interview(s) to understand your needs and demand – your challenges and issues
§ Goals setting
§ Sets of questions for people supposed to be at the equine coaching – Qualification of custom 

workshops for your specific context

DURING THE EQUINE COACHING
§ Welcoming your team on D Day – Introduction Team building
§ Presentation of ethological knowledge
§ Concepts and theorical explanations about the day to come
§ Individual and collective workshops with horses-on foot or on horse(s) according equine level 

of participants (approx. 4 workshops a day)
§ Debrief sessions right after each workshop on site (no switch from classroom to site) : 

• Questioning, Analysis and feedback from the coach and the horse instructor about what happened
• Feedback of the group’s observation
• Insights from the coach for making parallels with professional context and challenges & generate awareness about Goals to takle
• Experience sharing from the coach and perspectives on next steps to apply back to work context

AFTER THE EQUINE COACHING
§ A quick reminder manual sent after the equine coaching, about ethological knowledge linked to leadership, group dynamics and emotions
§ A possible coaching to accompany you during your journey if required on specific challenges (exec coaching for example)

HOW IT WORKS.



1 INTRODUCTION TEAM BUILDING 
Values and Shared Vision – On foot
§ As a group, choose a horse among a group of selected horses that should represent your 

company / group
§ Why this horse ? Did you all agree on the choice you made as a group ? What does this 

horse represent for you ? Why not this other one ? Etc

WORKSHOPS EXAMPLES

2 COLLECTIVE WORKSHOP 
Synchronisation, Alignement and Leadership – On foot
§ You will have to turn a horse around you at the 3 gaits
§ You will be maximum 5 people in line one behind the other
§ One will lead the horse, then will pass the lead to the person behind
§ The horse must continue to listen to the instructions despite the change of leader
§ What went well ? What went wrong ? How can you improve ? What consequences do 

your acts, behavior and feelings have on the horse? How do you individually behave in 
front of the horse ? What kind of dominant are you? Etc…

3 COLLECTIVE WORKSHOP
Group Dynamics and Leadership – On foot
§ As a group, you will have to manage a group of ponies to lead them from point A to B with 

obstacles as metaphors of real-life obstacles - you plan the ponies course as a group before 
starting the exercice

§ Who will lead? Who will help ?  What will be the role of each person in case of problem ? How 
people reacted really during the exercice ? What happens if we remove on person ? Etc…



4 COLLECTIVE WORKSHOP
Collaboration to Goal – On foot and ride
§ 2 groups : one person on a horse, the second person on foot to lead the horse and 

colleague on horse (4 people in the workshop – 2 teams)
§ A goal to achieve, a timer and obstacles on the road
§ How do you synchronize between person on horse and person on foot ? Do you give 

aligned instructions to the horse together ? How do you react faced to the obstacles and 
time running by, with another competing team ? Etc…

WORKSHOPS EXAMPLES

5 ONE on ONE WORKSHOP
Aim a target as a Leader – Horse ride
§ One person on horse – others as observers to give feedbacks
§ You will have a bow and arrows and a target to reach
§ What target do you choose ? How do you manage your goal target and the horse 

management ? What about synchronization between goal and execution ? How do you 
feel with people looking at you? Etc…

6 ONE on ONE WORKSHOP
Be consistent as a Leader – Horse ride
§ One person on horse – others as observers to give feedbacks
§ You will have to experiment some dressage metaphors to lead a horse
§ Can you dose hands (direction) and legs (impulse) ? What role does your gaze play in the 

direction you take ? What consequences when you use hands and legs together ? How do 
you feel alone with your horse ? Etc…
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THEMES DEHIND WORKSHOPS
EMOTIONS AND LEADERSHIP

FEELINGS ARE CONTAGIOUS
● Core Experiences about feelings
● People are designed to connect 
● Scientific Studies about feelings
● Hidden Emotions 
● Tooling about feelings
● Mind Body Connection and scanning

USE EMOTIONS AS INFORMATION
● The Challenge about using emotions
● Answers and Antidotes about emotions
● Emotional Message Chart
● Fear and Vulnerability 
● Anger and Frustration
● Incongruence Alarm
● Dealing with Disappointment
● What about the Negative emotions (Envy, Jealousy, Sadness, 

Shame and Guilt)
● What About the Positive Emotions

MANAGING EMOTIONS
● Emotional Intelligence 
● Use the Body Scan
● InterpersonAL Mindfulness
● Breathing is a language and a vocabulary
● Coherence
● Nonverbal Dynamics 
● Gather Information and Diffuse Defensiveness

ROLES OF LEADER
● Understanding of leadership and group cohesion
● Approriate role of Dominant on performance



Anne-Sophie Girault le Mault
Professional, Personal and Agile Coach, 15 yo Exp. 

Summary
After working for 10 years in video games as a game
producer and business developer with the scrum master
cap, Anne-Sophie turned to finance and energy as a
product owner, before becoming an agile coach .
Passionate and trained in transactional analysis, she is
certified in professional coaching RNCP level 7 equivalent
Master 2 but also Scrum Master Certified (CSM), Scrum
Certified Product Owner (SCPO), Professional Scrum Product
Owner (PSPO) trainer in Scrum and trainer in SAFe since
certified in SAFe SPC, SAFe LPM, SAFe POPM, SAFe SA.
Speaker on transactional analysis at scale in particular at
the Palais des Congrès for Devoxx, PNL practitioner certified
by Richard Bandler, she works as a trainer and agile coach
in public service, luxury, energy and banking at Publicis
Sapient. She is trained in equine coaching with Linda
Kohanov’s approach and horse rider for more than 30
years.

She supports projects on a daily basis of up to twenty teams
on large-scale agility programs. At the same time, she also
supports individual clients on dedicated coaching.
Anne-Sophie is senior manager at Publicis Sapient and
leader of the Training Program Leading Change which is
managers oriented.

Key skills
§ Senior Agile Coaching / 

Coaching@Scale (SoS, 
SAFe…)

§ Professional and Personal 
Coaching / Managers 
Coaching

§ Agile Delivery oriented
§ Senior Manager
§ Speaker 
§ Trainer in agile (SAFe/ 

scrum / kanban) and 
mentor for junior coaches

§ Producer in video games 
/ Product oriented -
Various platforms 
(desktop, mobile…)

§ Team Player / Community 
of Practices

§ Scrum Mastering
§ Leading Change which is 

managers oriented.
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